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ABSTRACT

How accurately should the top quark mass be measured in
order to test theoretical predictions? A possible answer is pre-
sented within a particular theoretical framework, that of top-
bottom-tau Yukawa unification in a supersymmetric SO(10)
grand unified theory. Yukawa unification, and the uncertain-
ties in itsmt prediction, are introduced by analogy to gauge
unification and the uncertainties in the predictions ofsin2 θW
or α3(mZ). There are two sources of uncertainty in this
framework: “removable” uncertainties due to physics at the
electroweak and supersymmetry-breaking scales, and “irremov-
able” ones from physics at and above the unification scale. The
latter are precisely the model-dependent effects which would
shed light on the nature of the unified model, so they may be
regarded as a (model-dependent) part of the prediction rather
than as uncertainties. The removable sources are estimated first
using current experimental bounds, and then using plausible
guesses for the bounds that may be available within roughly
a decade: they are not likely to be reduced below roughly
±1 GeV. That is the level at which such unified theories will be
testable against future experimental determinations of the top
mass.

I INTRODUCTION

At this Snowmass meeting, experimental proposals have been
discussed which would attempt to measure the mass of the top
quark very precisely, to perhaps a few hundred MeV, in a time-
frame of order a decade. It is of interest then to investigate how
precisely canmt be predicted theoretically, and thereby esti-
mate what we would learn about various theories by the com-
parison of predictions and experimental results. In this brief
report I discuss one particular context in whichmt can be pre-
dicted. Most of the results I will present are based upon the de-
tailed investigations carried out with my collaborators L.J. Hall
and R. Rattazzi in Refs. [1, 2, 3] (see also Ref. [4]), to which
the reader is referred for further details. While the context I
will focus on will be complete (top-bottom-tau) Yukawa unifi-
cation, the qualitative conclusions and to some extent also the
quantitative lower bounds on the precision of the predictions
are much more generic, at least in unified scenarios: the cen-
tral value of the predictions often (fortunately!) depend on the
models, but many of the uncertainties are expected to be more
model-independent.

Roughly speaking, measurements of the top mass can test
Yukawa unification [5] in the same sense that measuring the
weak mixing anglesin2 θW , or better yet the strong coupling
α3, can test gauge unification. Let us first recall the case of
gauge unification, in order to illustrate how the unification hy-
pothesis is tested. In unified gauge theories, the standard-model

gauge groupGSM = SU(3) × SU(2) × U(1)Y is usually em-
bedded in a simple groupGU such as SU(5) or SO(10); the for-
mer is the simplest, smallest group that can accommodateGSM,
while SO(10) [which contains SU(5) as a subgroup] is some-
what bigger but can unify an entire family of quarks and leptons
in a single irreducible representation. The tree-level prediction
of such theories is the equality of the three gauge couplings:
g1 = g2 = g3, whereg2

1 = 5
3g

2
Y is properly normalized to

correspond to a generator of the unified gauge group. The weak
mixing angle is then predicted to besin2 θW = 3/8. This seem-
ingly incorrect prediction is significantly changed by radiative
corrections if the unified groupGU is spontaneously broken at
a large scaleMU � mZ . The leadinglog(MU/mZ) effects
are then summed using the renormalization group (RG) evolu-
tion of the gauge couplings, which introduces a dependence on
the particle content of the theory betweenMU andmZ . (I will
not discuss theories with intermediate scales in this work.) It is
at this stage that thesin2 θW ' 0.23 prediction of the minimal
supersymmetric extension of the standard model, the MSSM,
is strongly favored over thesin2 θW ' 0.215 prediction of the
standard model alone. To obtain further precision, 2-loop RG
equations may be used, in which case 1-loop threshold correc-
tions — which are of the same order — must also be added, and
they introduce a dependence on the masses and couplings of the
theories at the high scale∼MU and at the low scale∼ mZ .

To this precision, the comparison between theory and experi-
ment (both given in theMS scheme at the scalemZ ) reads:

sin2 θpred
W = 0.2357± 0.0014± 0.004

sin2 θexpt
W = 0.2319± 0.0005 . (1)

(These values are not necessarily the latest and most authori-
tative ones available, but are sufficient for our purposes.) The
first uncertainty in the prediction is mainly due to experimen-
tal uncertainty in the input value ofα3(mZ) and to uncertainty
in the masses of the superpartners, though all are assumed to
lie roughly below a TeV. The second theoretical uncertainty is
harder to estimate, originating in threshold corrections at the
GUT scaleMU and the presence of higher-dimensional opera-
tors suppressed by inverse powers of a higher scale such as the
Planck mass. Since the experimental value ofsin2 θW is so well
measured, it is more convenient to reverse the calculation which
led to Eq. (1) and usesin2 θexpt

W to make a GUT prediction of
α3(mZ):

αpred
3 = 0.132

removable
︷ ︸︸ ︷
± 0.004

irremovable
︷ ︸︸ ︷
± 0.015

αexpt
3 = 0.117± 0.005 . (2)

(See the disclaimer above.) For our purposes the uncertainties
are more relevant than the central values. The hope and the ex-
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pectation is that, within a decade,αexpt
3 and at least some of the

superpartner masses will be known sufficiently well that all the
uncertainties associated with physics at scales∼ mZ would be
insignificant relative to those stemming from scales>∼ MU . I
will call the former “removable” uncertainties and the latter “ir-
removable” since only the former are likely to be directly con-
fronted and reduced by experiments. Once the removable uncer-
tainties are reduced, then comparing the prediction ofα3 with
the experimental value will be a measurement, within the GUT
context, of the irremovable effects, which is really what is meant
by a measurement of gauge unification: the unification of gauge
couplings at a very high scale, within a given theory character-
ized by certain masses and couplings and higher-dimensional
operators at that scale.

II YUKAWA UNIFICATION

In SO(10) models, each entire generation of quark and lep-
ton superfields (including a right-handed neutrino) is perfectly
contained in a single, 16-dimensional irreducible representation
of GU , and the two Higgs doublets needed in supersymmetric
models to give up-and down-type quarks masses can fit, along
with a pair of triplets, in a single 10-dimensional irrep. While
the light two generations of quarks and leptons require more
structure to explain their masses and mixings, the third gener-
ation masses may be well described by a single, large Yukawa
couplingλG16310H163. [By “Yukawa unification” I will mean
this full top-bottom-tau unification, rather than just the bottom-
tau unification [6] of earlier SU(5) models.] The picture that
results from this assumption of (third-generation) Yukawa uni-
fication is appealing in its simplicity and resemblance to gauge
unification: whileλt = λb = λτ = λG at the scaleMU ,
below this scale the three Yukawa couplings evolve differently
in the non-SO(10)-symmetric effective theory. The low-energy
Yukawa couplings yield quark masses when the Higgs doublets
HU andHD acquire vacuum expectation values (VEVs)vU,D,
wherev2

U + v2
D ' (174 GeV)2. In gauge unification, one mea-

sures two quantities at low energies, saysin2 θW andαem, to
fix the high-energy parametersMU andαU ; the remaining low-
energy quantityα3 is then predicted. In Yukawa unification,
there are four low-energy quantities, namely the three Yukawa
couplings and the ratiotanβ = vU/vD, related to two high-
energy parameters, namelyλG and a Higgs-sector parameter
(or combination of parameters) which determines the form of
electroweak symmetry breaking; the unification scale is already
fixed by gauge unification. Thusmb andmτ are input from
experiment, andmt andtanβ are predicted.

The top-bottom mass hierarchy in such models results from
a Higgs-VEV hierarchy: sinceλt andλb remain comparable at
all scales,mt/mb = (λtvU )/(λbvD) ∼ tanβ ∼ 50. Gen-
eration of such a large hierarchy, at least in the usual models
of hidden-sector supersymmetry breaking communicated to the
MSSM at Planckian scales, favors [3] a rather specific hierarchi-
cal superpartner spectrum needed to make the theory most natu-
ral (though a fine-tuning of order∼ 1/ tanβ remains [3, 7]). If
the spectrum is not strongly hierarchical, threshold corrections
δmb/mb to the bottom quark mass introduce a strong power-law

dependence ofmpred
t on the spectrum [1] (see also Ref. [8]), so

in any case the superspectrum is more intimately involved in
Yukawa unification than in gauge unification. Therefore exper-
imental determination of this spectrum will be crucial in testing
the Yukawa unification hypothesis. (There are other tests of this
hypothesis, such as predictions ofb → sγ [1, 2, 3, 9], but we
will focus on the top mass in this report.)

III UNCERTAINTIES

I will assume in the following that within the next decade or so
the superspectrum will be roughly mapped out, either through
the discovery of most of the superpartners or the determina-
tion that the squarks are much heavier than the higgsinos and
charginos. If instead all superpartner massesm̃i remain beyond
experimental reach, then the relevance of supersymmetry itself
is questioned, while the above-mentionedδmb/mb corrections
cannot be directly measured. I will also assume that we will
be able to translate with sufficient precision theMS top mass
prediction, or the related pole mass predictionmpole

t , into the
experimentally-measured top mass. Making these assumptions,
then, cleanly separates the uncertainties in the prediction ofmt

into removablesources:

1. the bottom quark massmb;

2. the strong couplingα3;

3. the potentially large, finite threshold correctionsδmb/mb;

4. other threshold corrections, usually∼ log(m̃i/mZ);

andirremovable sources:

1. high-energy thresholds∼ log(Mi/MU) whereMi are
GUT-scale masses;

2. higher-dimensional operators (as in gauge unification);

3. λt(MU) 6= λb,τ (MU) in certain models.

The last possibility exists, for example, in some models hav-
ing large mixings between the second and third generations, or
when the MSSM Higgs doublets contain significant admixtures
of more than a single 10H representation.

The details of the central values — typically 170–180 GeV
— and the uncertainties in the top mass prediction can be found
in Ref. [1]; as before, it is the uncertainties that are of interest
here. In the table I have summarized the current uncertainties
in the input parameters∆now and the resulting uncertainties in
mpred
t . The irremovable uncertainties (denoted by “GUT Thr.”

in the table), which include the above three sources, are only
estimates. In any case they are the very effects one is trying
to measure, because they are just as much a prediction of any
particular Yukawa-unified models as the “central” value, and
are only listed as uncertainties because they are more model-
dependent. They will be eliminated (that is, the central value
will be shifted and fixed) only when some particular model is
chosen. But in a decade or so many of the removable uncer-
tainties will be reduced, at least if the superspectrum is par-
tially characterized. It is also hoped [10] that the uncertainty
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in α3 will be improved by almost an order of magnitude. And
perhaps a combination of lattice results, QCD sum rules and a
better understanding of other QCD-related issues such as renor-
malons would result in a much improved (and very important!)
determination ofmb(mb), the running bottom quark mass de-
fined at its own mass scale. (I choose an uncertainty of 15 MeV
because that’s roughly half of the most optimistic uncertainties
quoted today, and an order of magnitude smaller than the most
conservative ones; thus it is perhaps a fair reflection of what
at least some theorists believe is possible to achieve with exist-
ing theoretical methods.) All these plausible guesses are shown
as∆fut. in the table. The ranges ofmt uncertainties (such as
±0.5 − 2 GeV) arise because the uncertainties depend on the
central values of the various parameters, that is,mt may be
more or less sensitive to a given parameter when that param-
eter (or others) is large or small.

Table I: Current and future uncertainties in themt prediction.

Input ∆now ⇒ ∆mt/GeV ∆fut. ⇒ ∆mt/GeV
mb/MeV ±200 ±7 ±15 ±0.5
α3(mZ) ±0.005 ±3− 10 ±0.001 ±0.5− 2
δmb/mb small? ? ±10% ±0.5− 2

log m̃i ±(<∼ 3) ±5− 10 ±10% ±(<∼ 0.5)
GUT thr. ? ± few? ? ± few?

IV CONCLUSIONS

We learn from this table that, even in favorable circumstances,
the “removable” uncertainties due to low-energy measurable pa-
rameters cannot be reduced much below the∼ 1 GeV level.
Thus a more precise measurement ofmt, say to within a few
hundred MeV, does not appear necessary in order to measure
the high-energy unification of all three Yukawa couplings. An
experimental measurement ofmt to within∼ 1 GeV in the next
decade would be sufficient, and by the time such a precision is
reached, the removable uncertainties may well be reduced to
the same level, makingmt a very useful probe of the degree of
Yukawa unification at the scaleMU , and allowing discrimina-
tion (albeit indirect) between various Yukawa-unified models.

One final note: within a few years we may well be able to
determine whethertanβ is large or small from measurements
of the chargino and neutralino properties [11], even if a precise
value of tanβ is not yet available. It would be sufficient to
know thattanβ > 13 to conclude, usingsinβ > 0.997, that
λt is determined bymt to within a third of a percent. Then a
precise measurement ofmt would amount to an almost direct
measurement of the Yukawa couplingλt itself. Such a mea-
surement would have interesting consequences for a wide range
of models, not just those unifying the third-generation Yukawa
couplings.
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